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Earth is a beautiful place,

a place we live every day.

We should have the grace

to make sure it doesn't go away.

Climate change is a problem we face,

and it's something we should not forget.

Our world is changing in a fast pace,

and a solution to this we have to get.

Endangered species are becoming extinct.

Temperatures are rising every day.

Rivers are becoming desert valleys,

but this shouldn't lead us into dismay.

The ice caps are melting down,

causing sea levels to get higher.

Precipitation patterns are changing,

and it's making the deserts drier.

We have this sacred place,

and we cannot take it for granted.

One day we will run out of space,

and the Earth we know will cease to exist.



1. SWARANJALI
“ When there's music in your soul, 

there's soul in your music." 

“Sing as though you're summoning the heavens; 

silver your voice and bare your throat.” 

Theme : Nisarga / Nature

General rules:

❖ Only compositions based on classical and semi classical will be

accepted.

❖ Karaoke tracks can be used.

❖ Use of Tanpura / Shruti box is allowed. .

Criteria: Judgement will be based on:

❖ Singing techniques and voice projection, Showmanship (movements,

emotions and feelings), Pronunciation of words, Track, Selection of the

song.

Eligibility: 

✔ Students of Grades IV to VIII. 

✔ Type - Individual 

✔ Mode - Online

✔ Time limit: 

1 minute for introduction

3 minutes for performance.

✔ Only two students from each school



2. ART- IS- TICK 
Vision what is invisible 

A successful poster will not only attract a viewer's attention, but 

will also outline accurately and concisely the aims, workings, and 

conclusions of your scientific research.

“Adding Creativity Through Brush.”

Theme: Clean and Green Earth
General rules:

❖ Each Participant can post only one Poster.

❖ The poster to be made on the A3 size sheet shall be provided by the host

school.

❖ Allowed tools for painting include pencil, crayon, water colour, oil paint etc

has to be procured by the participant only.

❖ Poster should not contain any personal details like Name, Class, School

etc. of the participants. These details should be mentioned in registration

form only.

Criteria: Judgement will be based on:

❖ Relevance to the theme, Originality, Artistic composition, Creativity,

Message conveyed by the poster, Effectiveness in communicating the

intended message.

Eligibility: 

✔ Students of Grades IV - V 

✔ Event Type : Individual

✔ Mode : Offline

✔ Time limit: 60 minutes

✔ One student per class from each 

school



3. LAUGH LOUNGE
“There is nothing in the world so irresistibly 

contagious as laughter and good humor”

A contest of giggles and laughter, of chuckles and smiles, where 

young minds entertain the audience and remind them of the positive 

and bright side of life, through their stand-up comedy

Topic : Stop India Spitting

Criteria: Judgement will be based on:

❖ Content, fluency, creativity, spontaneity, presentation & sense of humor.

❖ Participant cannot point out any individual or religion in any way, and any

dual meaning obscene content is strictly not allowed.

❖ Negative marking for exceeding time limit.

Eligibility:  

✔ Students of Grades IX  - XII

✔ Event Type: Individual

✔ Mode: Online

✔ Language used - English 

Category 1: Students of Grades IX-X

✔ Category 2: Students of Grades XI-XII

✔ Time limit: 

1 minute introduction and

3 minutes performance 

✔ Only one student per category from each 

school



4. SWARALANKAR

“Supercharge your energy 

to its highest vibration to the Universe.”

General rules:

❖ Only  three shlokas should be recited in sanskrit. 

❖ At the end of each shloka, its meaning should be 

explained only in  Hindi. 

❖ Students to memorize the shloka along with its meaning.

Criteria: Judgement will be based on:

❖ Pronunciation (clarity and Harmony)

❖ Fluency 

❖ Presentation (Expression, Confidence, body language) 

❖ Meaning explained only in Hindi.

Eligibility:  

✔ Students of Grades  VI- VIII 

✔ Event type: Individual

✔ Mode: Online 

✔ Time limit: 

1 minute introduction.

3 minutes performance

✔ Only one student from each school

Theme: नैसर्गिक धरती



`
5. TURN OF PHRASE

“Concise and appealing – your creativity on paper”

The most effective method of drawing attention is to write a slogan. 
Create the perfect sharable, ‘Can't get out of your head slogan!!!’

Topic will be shared on the spot

General rules:

❖ All entries must be an original piece of work

❖ Plagiarism is strictly prohibited.

❖ Slogan must not contain any proactive, objectionable or 

inappropriate content

❖ Length: Not more than 30 words

❖ It should not exceed two lines

❖ It has to be quoted in (“); inverted commas;

❖ Slogans should be catchy.

❖ Try to keep it short.

Criteria: Judgement will be based on:

❖ Creativity, Relevance to the theme, Uniqueness, Originality

Eligibility:  

✔ Students of Grades VIII- X 

✔ Event type: Individual

✔ Mode: Offline

✔ Time limit: 45 minutes

✔ Only one student from each school



6. RADIO UDAAN
“Udaan bharne wale always satark”

“Ever been called a chatterbox? 

If you are good at entertaining your friends with non-stop, animated, 

energetic chatter, here's the right platform to test how good you are! 

Entertain the crowd, and you might probably find yourself among the RJ 

legends! A ramp to your RJ ying future!”

Topic:  Be the one for change
General rules:

❖ Use of political and religious topics are strictly prohibited

RJ Talk should contain the following elements:

❖ RJ would first introduce the channel Radio Udaan and can choose any slot of

the day (Morning, evening or night)

❖ RJ will then introduce himself/herself with an adjective with an opening line

❖ Style of communication must be casual, conversational and interactive.

❖ Hindi and English or a mix of (English-Hindi) language can be used.

❖ Use of any foreign or regional language is not permitted.

❖ Use of any profanities and offensive language will lead to immediate

disqualification.

❖ Team Anubhav will retain all rights of this competition.

Criteria: Judgement will be based on:

❖ Clarity of voice, Fluency, Spontaneity, Presentation, Sense of humour,

Communication skills

Eligibility:  

✔ Students of Grades X- XII 

✔ Event type: Individual

✔ Mode: Online

✔ Time limit: 

1 minute introduction.

3 minutes performance

✔ Only one student from each school



7. RE-CREATION
A higher level of recycling

“Re-create it all, no matter how small !” 
Recycle takes little effort on your part, for a big difference to our world

Topic : Make models of Endangered Species
General guidelines:

❖ The participants have to make the working model in the said duration only.

❖ ONLY waste material should be used. However, stationery items like Fevicol, 

Scissors, Stapler, Tape etc. are allowed.

❖ Participants need to bring their own Waste Material. But use of partial, whole or 

readymade model and any other unfair means will directly lead to 

disqualification.

❖ Waste material could be anything like tetra packs, bottles, newspapers, old 

utensils, jute material or any second hand items that otherwise would be thrown 

away.

❖ The item would be rejected if not found to be a waste product or second hand 

item.

❖ No ready or semi-finished model or matter would be accepted from participant 

in competition.

Criteria: Judgement will be based on:

❖ Eco-Friendly: Minimum harm in the atmosphere.

❖ Theme/ Design: Ability to develop & present in form of an object.

❖ Waste material used: Optimum use of waste material.

❖ Presentation: Detail of the materials used and proper functional explanation of

the design.

❖ Utility: For a sustainable co existing eco-system.

❖ Creativity, utilization of resources, artistic composition & design, eco-friendly

rating, utility of the product and overall Presentation.

Eligibility:

✔ Students of Grades IV - VIII

✔ Event type: Individual

✔ Mode: Offline

✔ Time limit: 60 minutes

✔ Max 5 students per school (1 student

per class)



8. BRAIN RAIN
“Nurturing and refining young minds “

“To raise new questions, new possibilities, 
to regard old problems from a new angle,

requires creative imagination.
These are the traits of a real scientist”

Theme

Science :  Eco friendly/ Sustainable Agricultural practices

Social Studies : Methods of Irrigation 

Eligibility:  

✔ Students of Grades VI - IX 

✔ Event type : Group  - Max 3  students 

in a team

✔ Mode: Offline 

✔ Time limit: 90 minutes

✔ One team per theme

✔ Only one  participant  to  present

General Rules:

❖ All projects should include a display which is self supporting.

❖ This display should convey the basic understanding of the project's

objectives.

❖ All equipment and other necessary materials must be furnished by the

student. If electricity is needed, it should be indicated during registration..

❖ Only one power socket will be provided by the host school. Participants must

arrange for their own extension cords/spike busters if required.

Criteria: Judgement will be based on:

❖ Design and Methodology

❖ Creativity

❖ Presentation, Neatness



9. AWAAZ 
Studio To Street“

It’s about making a difference.”     

Let your dialogues echo the unheard and your actions stun the eyes of the audience. The

stage is set for all you actors to prove your talent and compete with some of the finest

teams in sending out a strong message to the society.

So get ready to sweat it out because there is no room for murmur. The voices should rise

loud & clear as the times are now changing! Revive and relive the ancient culture of

street plays from the heart & soul of India.

Topic :धरती पुकारे

General rules:

❖ Nukkad Natak needs to be in Hindi.

❖ Participants will be judged on the basis of the originality of content/script.

❖ Teams are allowed to use Drum, Dholak, Flute or any other music instrument of their

choice, but usage of mikes, lights, or other electrical instruments is not allowed.

❖ Any form of obscenity through actions or language may result in point deduction to

disqualification.

❖ Teams are expected to perform at an open air venue.

❖ Use of fire (candle, diyas, etc.) and liquid item is strictly prohibited. Also, using any

hazardous props/elements is forbidden.

❖ Only basic requirements like chair, table etc. can be provided. Teams must bring their

props, costume, dressing and all other requirements

❖ Teams must be ready with everything in time as per instruction of organizer.

❖ No time for rehearsal will be given on the D-day.

Criteria: Judgement will be based on:

❖ Quality of content, Voice Pitching and Action, Crowd Interaction and Audience 

Response, Social message (with a focus on how positive social change can be brought 

about in innovative new ways)

Eligibility:  

✔ Students of Grades VIII - XII 

✔ Event type : Team activity

✔ Mode: Offline

✔ Time limit: 5 minutes

✔ Max  8 students per school 

✔ Language : Hindi



‘Cohort of Intellects’
Learning gives creativity, creativity leads to thinking, 

thinking provides knowledge and knowledge makes us great.”

Topic  

Category1: Conserve our planet

Category 2: Sustainable land use practices and farming methods

General Rules: 

Two Levels: 

Preliminary: Written Test 

Final: Oral Quiz 

Only qualifying teams will compete in the finals

10. QUIZZY BUZZERS

Eligibility: 

✔ Students of Grades IV  - VIII

✔ Event Type: Group

✔ Mode: Offline

✔ Category1: Students of Grades IV-V

✔ Category 2: Students of Grades VI-VIII

✔ Duration : 60 minutes

✔ Only two students per category from each 

school



Paradise or paradise lost?
Your effort is what it will cost

To keep our precious earth clean
By living a lifestyle that's green.

We cannot go on as we are
Leaving scar after scar

Upon this beautiful planet
Which so many take for granted.

The time to take action is now,
To restore what's been damaged somehow.

We stand on the brink of "too late,"
But there's still time to change our fate. 



Let's unite to restore the soil and 

rekindle humanity's relationship 

with Mother Earth

This is our time on the planet …..

We have to become  willing to find solutions, 

willing to strive to make  things better….



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :
1. Registration is free for all events.

2. A student is not allowed to participate in more than 1 event.

3. All competitions must be based on the theme.

4. The declaration form must also be filled in by the participating schools.

5. Individual and incomplete forms are invalid and are not accepted.

6. The participants must be dressed in formal attire (preferably in school 

uniform).

7. Participants are requested to have their school ID card and their 

Aadhar card with them throughout the event.

8. Use of any form of inappropriate language or occurrence of 

malpractices, which could disrupt the flow of the event, is strictly 

prohibited. Any such behavior noticed by the event heads or the 

coordinators may lead to disqualification of that participant.

9. Participating schools must nominate one teacher in-charge for the 

events.

10. Participants not adhering to the above rules may be disqualified.

11. Judge’s decision will be final and binding.

12. Last date for the registration is 15th September 2022

13. For more details please visit our website.

14. Acknowledged participants only will be allowed to participate. 

15. Participation in minimum of 3 online events is mandatory for all AF 

Schools that are outside Bangalore.

16. Schools within Bangalore can participate both in online and offline 

events, provided that the schools ensure their participation at least in 

3 offline events.

17. The participating schools must register their participants ‘using’ the 

link provided for registration.



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :

For Online Events:

1. Email ID will be provided to all the participants.

2. Kindly refrain from using other gadgets during the session. Participants 

are not allowed to record the event or fidget with any of the tools of the 

platform.

3. Participants are expected to stay till the end of the event with their 

cameras turned on and not interrupt the speakers while they are 

speaking.

4. Don't click on 'present screen' button, which leads to disqualification.

5. Participants are requested to check the strength of their 

network/signal/bandwidth before the event starts. Reasons such as 

these shall not be entertained. The platform used for the event is 

Google Meet (only).

6. e-Certificates will be sent to the school’s e-mail id only.

VENUE

Virtual Platform of Air Force School, ASTE

Gagan Vihar Camp, NAL, Wind Tunnel Road,

Murgeshpalya, Bengaluru-17



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :
For Offline events:

1. Participants have to produce their School ID cards while 

registration/entrance

2. Participants have to be present at the venue at least 30 mins prior to 

the time schedule to collect the registration number at the counter. 

Late entry will not be entertained.

3. The event should be completed in the allotted time.

4. Damage to any school property or misbehavior will be treated as a 

serious offence.

5. Verdict of the judges and the organizers will be final and will be not be 

subjected to any changes

6. Participants are not permitted to leave the venue between the various 

rounds of an event.

7. Participants will be held responsible for their own equipments if they 

are lost or misplaced.

VENUE

Air Force School, ASTE

Gagan Vihar Camp, NAL, Wind Tunnel Road,

Murgeshpalya, Bengaluru-17



1.    Registration is open for first 20 

participating schools on first come first 

served basis.

2.    In case of any issue, the decision of 

the event coordinator will be final and 

binding.

3.    It is the responsibility of respective 

school's point of contact to reach out to 

the coordinators for further information 

/queries.

CONTACT

PH NO. – 080 25276920 , 080 25272332

Email: Website: www.afsaste.edu.in

Coordinators: 

Mrs. Ragachandrika M

Mrs. Sreeja K P

Mrs. Shiwani Phatak

DISCLAIMER 


